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ABSTRACT
Background: In the 11 years since its development at McMaster University Medical School, the multiple mini-interview (MMI)
has become a popular selection tool. We aimed to systematically explore, analyze and synthesize the evidence regarding
MMIs for selection to undergraduate health programs.
Methods: The review protocol was peer-reviewed and prospectively registered with the Best Evidence Medical Education
(BEME) collaboration. Thirteen databases were searched through 34 terms and their Boolean combinations. Seven key jour-
nals were hand-searched since 2004. The reference sections of all included studies were screened. Studies meeting the inclu-
sion criteria were coded independently by two reviewers using a modified BEME coding sheet. Extracted data were
synthesized through narrative synthesis.
Results: A total of 4338 citations were identified and screened, resulting in 41 papers that met inclusion criteria. Thirty-two
studies report data for selection to medicine, six for dentistry, three for veterinary medicine, one for pharmacy, one for nurs-
ing, one for rehabilitation, and one for health science. Five studies investigated selection to more than one profession. MMIs
used for selection to undergraduate health programs appear to have reasonable feasibility, acceptability, validity, and reliabil-
ity. Reliability is optimized by including 7–12 stations, each with one examiner. The evidence is stronger for face validity, with
more research needed to explore content validity and predictive validity. In published studies, MMIs do not appear biased
against applicants on the basis of age, gender, or socio-economic status. However, applicants of certain ethnic and social
backgrounds did less well in a very small number of published studies. Performance on MMIs does not correlate strongly
with other measures of noncognitive attributes, such as personality inventories and measures of emotional intelligence.
Discussion: MMI does not automatically mean a more reliable selection process but it can do, if carefully designed. Effective
MMIs require careful identification of the noncognitive attributes sought by the program and institution. Attention needs to
be given to the number of stations, the blueprint and examiner training.
Conclusion: More work is required on MMIs as they may disadvantage groups of certain ethnic or social backgrounds. There
is a compelling argument for multi-institutional studies to investigate areas such as the relationship of MMI content to cur-
riculum domains, graduate outcomes, and social missions; relationships of applicants’ performance on different MMIs; bias in
selecting applicants of minority groups; and the long-term outcomes appropriate for studies of predictive validity.

Background

In selection for undergraduate health programs, applicant
numbers invariably exceed the number of available places.
Medical schools strive to admit applicants who have the
cognitive skills to excel at the course, have the personal
attributes sought after in a physician, enhance class diver-
sity, and increasingly, who contribute to the school’s mis-
sion. Admission processes intended to select applicants on
these criteria must be valid, reliable, robust, defensible, and
transparent.

Selection for undergraduate programs such as medicine
and pharmacy implies selection to the respective profession
(Medical Schools Council 2010). Many of these programs
have low attrition rates (Yates 2012; Fortin et al. 2015) and
for some, their graduates are automatically entitled to regis-
tration with regulatory bodies; the vast majority of appli-
cants selected will proceed to practise in the field.
Assessments for selection are therefore undeniably high
stakes and arguably the most important assessments within
undergraduate programs.

Nayer (1992) considers the purpose of admissions proce-
dures to be ‘‘…to select students who will complete the
educational programme and go into professional careers,
do well in the programme, perform creditably in profes-
sional practice and possess the traits of character and

Practice points
� The optimal number of stations for MMIs appears

to be between 7 and 12, each with one inter-
viewer; increasing the number of stations has
greater impact on the reliability than increasing
duration of station or number of raters per station.

� MMIs are a feasible and acceptable alternative to
panel interviews.

� Schools should identify the attributes they value
and blueprint station content against these.

� Certain groups (aboriginal and rural applicants) do
appear to perform worse on MMIs; further work on
minority applicant groups is required.
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ethical values desired of a professional person’’.
Furthermore, the Liaison Committee on Medical Education
(2012), which accredits MD programs in the United States
and Canada, states that ‘‘a medical education program must
select for admission medical students who possess the intel-
ligence, integrity, and personal and emotional characteristics
necessary for them to become effective physicians’’. Clearly
such professional programs should select for a combination
of cognitive and non-cognitive attributes (Albanese et al.
2003).

In addition to evaluating the cognitive and humanistic
qualities of the individual applicant, many schools also seek
to ensure diversity in the entering class, such as a mix of
racial backgrounds (Black, Latino, or aboriginal students) or
differing socioeconomic backgrounds. This diversity has
been shown to increase learning, change attitudes, and
increase health care provision over time to underserved pop-
ulations (Gurin et al. 2002; Whitla et al. 2003). Other medical
schools espouse a social accountability framework, defined
by the WHO as ‘‘the obligation to direct their education,
research, and service activities towards addressing the prior-
ity health concerns of the community, region, and/or nation
they have a mandate to serve’’ (Boelen 1999). Commonly
such schools formulate a social mission to train physicians
who will practise in underserved, often rural, areas. This mis-
sion leads to an increased importance of admitting students
from rural backgrounds. These requirements for admission
processes are embedded in accreditation standards across
the Western world (Boelen & Woollard 2009; Liaison
Committee on Medical Education 2012).

For the purposes of admissions, cognitive abilities can be
assessed using previous academic achievements and per-
formance on admission tests. In the UK, academic achieve-
ment in national exams set at the end of secondary school
(e.g. A levels), has been demonstrated to be highly predict-
ive of academic performance in medical school, accounting
for 65% of variance in undergraduate and postgraduate
examination performance (McManus et al. 2013). In the
countries where graduate entry to health programs is more
usual, such as the USA and Australia, national admissions
tests such as the Medical College Admission Test (MCAT)
and Graduate Australian Medical Schools Admissions Test
(GAMSAT) provide a common assessment of cognitive abil-
ity irrespective of the undergraduate program of study, and
deliver similar results: they are highly predictive of academic
achievement throughout medical school (Donnon et al.
2007; Puddey & Mercer 2014). Using these standardized
assessments may, however, have unintended consequences
for the social missions of schools. Davis et al. (2013) demon-
strated that Black and Latino applicants performed signifi-
cantly worse on the redesigned MCAT than White
applicants. Differential prediction analyses suggest that this
difference in performance is not due to test bias and that
other factors may be at play (Davis et al. 2013). This differ-
ential performance did not result in smaller proportions of
Black or Hispanic applicants receiving offers of study, as
other criteria were also considered in the selection process
(Davis et al. 2013). Medical schools enact policies and proc-
esses in order to achieve the class diversity and the long
term outcomes they are looking for.

Although quantitative measures of applicants’ academic
ability can be drawn upon, and medical schools can imple-
ment policies to enhance the admissions of select groups of

students, individual attributes of applicants are more diffi-
cult to quantify. Written personal statements, individual
interviews, panel interviews, references, and combinations
thereof (Cleland et al. 2012) have all been tried, to no avail;
each of these approaches is fraught with low reliability
(Salvatori 2001; Kulatunga-Moruzi & Norman 2002). Within
the UK the majority of schools have traditionally used a
combination of academic ability, a personal statement, and
a reference to shortlist applicants for a panel interview
(Parry et al. 2006). Panel interviews, however, do not offer
sufficient reliability to ensure the correct applicants are
selected (Kreiter et al. 2004).

One problem inherent in panel interviews is context spe-
cificity: how an applicant behaves in one situation is not pre-
dictive of how they behave in others (Eva 2003; van der
Vleuten 2014). In order to improve the reliability of judgment
of an applicant’s personal attributes, multiple independent
observations need to be made in multiple encounters, in dif-
ferent contexts, exploring different attributes.

In an attempt to demonstrate the predictive validity of
cognitive and non-cognitive admissions measures, Meredith
et al. (1982) arguably developed the precursor of the MMI.
They investigated the ability of four individual 30-min inter-
views in combination with measures of academic ability to
predict clerkship performance and clinical knowledge. They
found that the sum of the interview scores predicted sub-
jective ratings provided during clinical clerkships.

In an attempt to overcome the limitations of panel inter-
views, Eva et al. (2004c) developed the multiple mini-
interview (MMI). Based on the principles of the objective
structured clinical examination (OSCE), an MMI involves
applicants rotating through a series of stations each
designed to assess one or more personal attributes. Each sta-
tion typically consists of a task, a series of questions or
unstructured discussion of a topic. Stations are observed by
trained interviewers and assessed on pre-defined marking
schedules (Eva et al. 2004c). Since the development of MMIs
at McMaster University, a number of schools internationally
have adopted the approach in their admissions processes.
Given the increasing popularity of this form of selection pro-
cess, together with the not inconsiderable resource it might
require relative to the admissions processes it is designed to
replace or augment, and change management within a
school adopting more traditional methods, it seems timely to
consider systematically the evidence surrounding MMIs as a
means of selection to health programs.

Aim

Through this review we sought to explore, analyze and syn-
thesize the evidence regarding the utility of MMIs for selec-
tion to undergraduate health programs.

Methods

This is a systematic review reported in accordance with the
STORIES statement (Gordon & Gibbs 2014).

Utility of assessments

Though usually associated with testing applicants enrolled
in a program, the principles of assessments are equally
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important in making decisions as to who should be admit-
ted to the program in the first place (Prideaux et al. 2011).
Van der Vleuten (1996) defined the utility of assessments as
a multiplicative function of the following variables: reliabil-
ity, validity, educational impact, acceptability, and cost.
These factors, therefore, need to be considered when deter-
mining whether to adopt an assessment technique, though
one might argue that cost should be included within a
broader consideration of the feasibility of the tool.

Review question

The overall question for this systematic review was: what is
the evidence regarding the utility of multiple mini-inter-
views for selection to undergraduate health programs?
Through consideration of the review question a number of
subquestions were addressed:

� How acceptable are MMIs to applicants, faculty, and
society?

� How feasible are MMIs?
� How valid are MMIs?
� How reliable are MMIs?

In addition, we describe an overall picture of the current
variability of MMIs in use internationally.

Search strategy

A search strategy was developed with guidance from a
liaison librarian for health. The following 13 electronic data-
bases were searched through 34 terms and their Boolean
combinations (Supplementary Table 1): Education Research
Information Centre (ERIC), Medline, Web of Science, EMBASE,
Cumulative Index to Nursing and Allied Health (CINAHL),
British Education Index (BEI), PsychINFO, British Nursing
Index (BNI), Applied Social Sciences Index and Abstracts
(ASSIA), Australian Education Index, Health Business Elite,
Health Management Information Consortium (HMIC), and
AMED Allied and Complementary Medicine. The limits
imposed were: English language, human, 2004 to present.

The reference lists of all included papers were screened
for additional relevant publications. Finally, the contents
since 2004 of the following key journals were hand
searched: Advances in Health Sciences Education: Theory and
Practice, Medical Education, Nurse Education Today, Medical
Teacher, American Journal of Pharmaceutical Education,
Journal of Rehabilitation Research and Development and
Academic Medicine. The initial search was performed in April
2013 and updated in April 2014.

Selection criteria

For this review we were interested in primary research relat-
ing to the use of MMIs in the admissions process for under-
graduate health professional programs. All formats of MMI
were included, regardless of whether they involved group
stations. In order to maximize the number of relevant stud-
ies and outcomes measured we studied admissions to all
undergraduate health professions programs. We defined
this as admissions to health profession programs of initial
training regardless of applicants’ qualifications on

application. Applications to postgraduate programs and
postgraduate training programs were excluded on the basis
that applicants had already been pre-selected to enter an
undergraduate program, by some other means. Graduate
entry programs were included as they still provide a pri-
mary healthcare qualification and conduct their own admis-
sions processes that are similar to other programs.

No study was excluded from the review purely on the
basis of study design, although studies had to provide pri-
mary data to be included (either quantitative or qualitative).
Studies that were purely descriptive were excluded, as were
commentary and opinion pieces.

As MMIs were developed by Eva and colleagues at
McMaster University in 2004, only studies since then (and
including) were included. A summary of the inclusion and
exclusion criteria can be found in Supplementary Table 2.

Screening and selection of studies

All papers underwent an initial screening process by one
reviewer, which prioritized sensitivity over specificity, so
only articles with titles that indicate they were obviously
irrelevant and were in no way related to health professions
education were excluded; for example, ‘‘Outcome of adoles-
cent pregnancy at a university hospital in Jordan’’. The
abstracts of the remaining articles were independently
assessed by two reviewers against the inclusion and exclu-
sion criteria. If both reviewers agreed to include the paper
it was retrieved and progressed to the coding stage; if both
reviewers agreed to exclude the paper the article was
moved to an excluded article database. In the case of dis-
agreement, the full paper was retrieved and assessed
against the inclusion and exclusion criteria.

Data extraction

Full articles were retrieved for all remaining studies and
coded by reviewer pairs on an adapted BEME coding sheet
(Supplementary File 1). Data extracted included: details of
the citation, evaluation methods, institution of study, coun-
try of study, profession, study aim, details of the MMI used,
authors’ key findings and summary notes for review ques-
tions. Authors were not contacted for further information
regarding interventions. Where information was not avail-
able, it is indicated as ‘‘not reported’’.

A pilot study was conducted to ensure reviewers were
coding consistently. All reviewers independently extracted
data and assessed the methodological quality of five papers
in two rounds (two papers then three papers). Reviewers
met to discuss data extracted and ensure consistency.

The provisional coding sheet was piloted with reviewers
coding two articles independently before meeting to dis-
cuss amendments to be made to the coding sheet and con-
sistency of data extraction. The coding sheet was revised in
order to ensure all relevant data were captured. Reviewers
then independently coded a further three articles, after
which the coding sheet was finalized.

Assessment of methodological quality

Papers were assessed for methodological quality, independ-
ently by two reviewers, using three criteria rated on a five-
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point Likert scale: appropriateness of study design, imple-
mentation of study, and appropriateness of data analysis.
Additionally, each paper was rated on a five-point global
score for study quality. These scores were summed to give
a total score for methodological quality out of 20. Free text
comments were also made to justify high- or low-quality
scores. The review group met to discuss the methodological
quality of included papers and any discrepancies between
quality scores were discussed until consensus was achieved.
Kappa values were 0.73 (p< 0.001) and 0.94 (p< 0.001) for
assessment of methodological quality and strength of find-
ings, respectively.

Data synthesis/analysis

Insufficient data were available for a meta-analysis, as stud-
ies had neither a comparator nor an effect size. A narrative
review was therefore performed.

Results

Search results

The database search yielded 4335 articles (Supplementary
Table 3). Hand searching and reference searching identified
a further one and two articles, respectively. In total, 1903
duplicates were excluded. A further 2114 papers were
excluded through title screening as they were considered to
be irrelevant (e.g. not pertaining to admissions). Three hun-
dred and twenty-one abstracts were reviewed against inclu-
sion and exclusion criteria. Two hundred and seventy did
not meet inclusion criteria. Nineteen full papers were
screened against inclusion criteria, 10 of which were
included. The full papers of 41 articles were retrieved and
independently coded using a modified BEME coding sheet.
Supplementary Figure 1 illustrates the included and
excluded papers.

Methodological quality

The majority of papers (34 of 41) reported studies in which
MMI had been used to inform selection decisions. While pro-
viding evidence for their feasibility, this has consequences
for their ability to draw conclusions regarding predictive val-
idity: the range of MMI scores of admitted applicants is
decreased as only the highest scoring applicants receive
offers for study. Therefore, these studies were not able to
detect if students who score poorly on their MMI would per-
form poorly on assessments during the program. Early stud-
ies in which MMIs were conducted concurrently to the
institutions’ regular admission processes, and in which the
scores did not contribute to selection, were able to study
predictive validity using a full range of MMI scores. These
studies have, however, followed a small cohort of students
who participated in both standard interviews (for selection
purposes) and MMIs (for research purposes), and have pro-
vided much of the evidence to support claims for predictive
validity of MMIs. One study was neither limited by range
restriction nor by small cohort size, providing arguably the
strongest evidence of predictive validity (Eva et al. 2012).

A further limitation imposed by researching MMIs that
have been used for selection decisions relates to the study

of acceptability to applicants. All but one of these studies
has used questionnaires issued to applicants after their
MMI. Although they were reassured that their response to
the questionnaire would not affect any decisions regarding
admission, they may not have felt confident in rating the
process negatively for fear of adverse consequences.
Furthermore, these applicants had chosen to apply to an
institution that uses MMI for selection, and hence their
views on MMIs may not be representative of all medical
applicants.

Due to test security considerations, many of the papers
lack sufficient detail regarding the content and process of
the MMI to allow extensive interpretation of the results.
MMIs are essentially an assessment method, and like all
assessment methods their validity depends on the way in
which they are implemented and the content they assess.
Finally, the research in all aspects of MMIs has to date been
almost exclusively conducted within single institutions.

Summary of included papers

Of the 41 included papers, 32 (78%) report data from MMIs
for selection to undergraduate medicine, 6 (15%) for dentis-
try, 3 (7%) for veterinary medicine, 1 (2%) for pharmacy, 1
(2%) for nursing, 1 (2%) for rehabilitation, 1 (2%) for therapy
and hygiene, and 1 (2%) for allied health sciences. Five
included studies (12%) report findings from selection to
more than one profession.

The 41 included papers report data from 20 institutions,
with a maximum of 10 papers from a single institution
(McMaster University Medical School). Supplementary File 2
reports details of all included studies.

Summary of MMIs in use at different institutions

The mean number of stations per MMI is 9.2 (mode: 10;
range: 5–12). The stations last a mean of 7.3 (mode: 8;
range: 5–10) min. Fourteen institutions use one interviewer
per station, two use two, three use either one or two per
station, and two have not reported the number of
interviewers.

Feasibility

MMIs have been reported to be feasible (Brownell et al.
2007), and some schools have even found them to be
‘‘logistically simpler’’ than other interview methods such as
panel interviews as they required fewer interviewers and
less time commitment per interviewer (Brownell et al. 2007;
Harris & Owen 2007), though it should be noted that many
MMIs incur the extra logistics of organizing simulated
patients for communication stations. Organizations with
experience of delivering OSCEs will also be familiar with the
logistical challenge of moving candidates between stations.
Brownell et al. (2007) report the ability to conduct all of the
admissions interviews over just a few days as advantageous.
Challenges posed through the introduction of MMIs include:
recruiting sufficient interviewers, space, organization and
station development (Dowell et al. 2012). Cameron &
MacKeigan (2012) recommend using established station
banks during the implementation of MMIs. Eva et al. (2004c)
suggest organizations with experience of organizing OSCEs
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may use similar facilities and processes. Tiller et al. (2013)
describe feasibly running an internet-based MMI (using
Skype videoconferencing software) for international
applicants.

When compared with their more traditional interview
process, Brownell et al. (2007) found that an MMI process
allowed them to interview more applicants within a given
time utilizing fewer interviewers, with each of them having
to dedicate less time to the process (average time devoted
for MMI was nine hours, time devoted for traditional inter-
view was 8–14 h).

Acceptability

Applicants
The studies investigating acceptability of MMIs to applicants
reveal their views on the information provided regarding the
MMIs, the timing of the stations, how stressful the MMI was,
the ability to recover from stations and applicants’ overall
preference between MMI and traditional panel interviews.

Information. Applicants to the School of Medicine at the
University of Calgary indicated that the information they
received prepared them for the MMI (mean rating ¼ 4.06/5;
Brownell et al. 2007). McAndrew and Ellis (2012) report 91%
and 71% of applicants being satisfied with the information
provided on the structure and content of the MMI,
respectively.

Timing. Applicants to the School of Medicine at the
University of Calgary felt that there was sufficient time to
present their ideas at stations (mean rating ¼ 3.64/5;
Brownell et al. 2007), though the duration of their stations
was not reported. For admission to the School of Pharmacy
at the University of Toronto, 47% of applicants felt six-minute
stations were ‘‘just right’’ and 50% ‘‘a bit short’’, for the eight-
minute stations 50% indicate they were ‘‘just right’’ and 43%
‘‘a bit long’’ (Cameron & MacKeigan 2012). Kumar et al.
(2009) report that applicants to the School of Medicine,
Sydney University, commented that stations were not long
enough which resulted in a pressure to speak more quickly.
Twenty-three percent of applicants to the School of
Medicine, University of California, Los Angeles (UCLA), were
of the opinion that the eight-minute per station MMI was
well timed, with 47% indicating they were too short, and
30% indicating they were too long. (Uijtdehaage et al. 2011).

Stress
One-third of applicants to the University of Dundee Medical
School indicated they felt the MMI was more stressful than
traditional panel interviews (Dowell et al. 2012). Applicants
to the University of Calgary Veterinary School also found
the MMI process more stressful (mean score 3.5/5 on Likert
scale; Hecker et al. 2009) than traditional panel interviews.
Razack et al. (2009) reported that applicants found the MMI
more stressful than the traditional interview (3.78 versus
3.39 on six-point Likert scale, F¼ 6.04, p¼ 0.016). Forty-four
percent of applicants to the School of Medicine, UCLA indi-
cated that they found the MMI stressful (Uijtdehaage et al.
2011). However, applicants undergoing MMI at the School
of Medicine, University of Calgary were neutral when asked

if they found the MMI stressful (Mean rating 2.89/5 (SD
1.11); Brownell et al. 2007).

Recovery. Applicants reported appreciating the opportunity
to recover from poor performance on previous stations. As
each station was scored independently, they recognized
their performance on one would not affect their performance
on the next, each station offered a ‘‘clean slate’’ (Eva et al.
2004c; Kumar et al. 2009), although others felt that poor per-
formance could not be forgotten and affected their perform-
ance on subsequent stations (McAndrew & Ellis 2012).

Preference. Seventy-four percent of applicants to Dundee
Medical School (Dowell et al., 2012) and 65% of applicants
to Cardiff University School of Dentistry (McAndrew & Ellis
2012) preferred the MMI to traditional interviews they had
experienced. Applicants to McGill found the MMI more
enjoyable than traditional interview (4.96 versus 4.66 on six-
point Likert scale, F¼ 3.65, p¼ 0.06; Razack et al. 2009).

Assessors
Interviewers indicated that they enjoy participating in MMIs
(Eva et al. 2004c), though they can be tiring (Eva et al.
2004c; McAndrew & Ellis 2012). Findings in studies of inter-
viewer acceptability have described the perceived fairness,
the timing, and willingness to participate in MMIs. Seventy-
one percent of interviewers at the School of Nursing,
Kingston University and St George’s University of London
stated a preference for MMIs over traditional interviews
(Perkins et al. 2013).

Fairness. Interviewers indicated that they perceive the MMI
to be a fair selection tool (Brownell et al. 2007; Kumar et al.
2009; Razack et al. 2009; Dowell et al. 2012), but some have
concerns regarding how stressful it may be for applicants
(Kumar et al. 2009; Dowell et al. 2012).

Timing. Interviewers at Calgary Medical and Veterinary
Schools indicated they had sufficient time to assess appli-
cants (Brownell et al. 2007; Hecker et al. 2009). At the
School of Pharmacy, University of Toronto 69% felt six
minutes was ‘‘just right’’ and eight minutes ‘‘a bit long’’
(Cameron & MacKeigan 2012). Interviewers at McMaster
Medical School agreed that eight minutes was more than
enough to assess applicants (Eva et al. 2004c).

Future participation. Eighty-nine percent of interviewers at
the School of Medicine, UCLA (Uijtdehaage et al. 2011), 94%
of interviewers at Dundee Medical School (Dowell et al.
2012), 99% of interviewers at Calgary Medical School
(Brownell et al. 2007), and 100% of interviewers at School
of Pharmacy, University of Toronto (Cameron & MacKeigan
2012) indicated that they would be willing to participate in
MMIs in the future, although a desire for further training
has been identified (Eva et al. 2004c; Dowell et al. 2012).

Reliability

In studies of reliability three coefficients are typically reported:
Cronbach’s alpha, intra-class correlation, and generalizability.
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Cronbach’s alpha represents the correlation between constitu-
ents of the overall assessment (Schuwirth & van der Vleuten
2011). Within MMIs the Cronbach’s alpha is typically the correl-
ation between scores assigned on different stations.

Intra-class correlation refers to the correlation between a
group of pairs of scores (Bartko 1966). For MMIs the intra-
class correlation coefficient could calculate the correlation
between two examiners or two rating scales each on a
group of stations.

Generalizability (G) refers to the contribution to the over-
all variance in scores that can be attributed to the variable
under investigation (Bloch & Norman 2012). In the context
of MMIs the G coefficient is the proportion of variance in
MMI score that is attributable to differences in applicants’
non-cognitive abilities.

Internal reliability

Correlations between items within stations have been con-
sistently very high. Eva et al. (2004b) reported inter-item
(intra-station) correlations of 0.96; Lemay et al. (2007)
reported Cronbach’s alphas for stations ranging from 0.97
to 0.98; Oliver et al. (2014) reported a correlation of 0.87
between oral communication scores and problem evalu-
ation scores derived from all eight stations within Calgary
Veterinary School’s MMI.

The inter-station reliability of MMIs has been shown to
be reasonably high, ranging from 0.59 (Uijtdehaage et al.
2011) to 0.87 (Hecker et al. 2009) (Supplementary Table 4).
Studies have investigated the effects of number of stations,
number of raters per station, duration of stations, and for-
mat of stations on the reliability of MMIs.

Number of stations
Since early in the development of MMIs at McMaster it has
been reported that the number of stations is the main
determinant of internal reliability. Generalizability analyses
have repeatedly indicated that MMIs with greater numbers
of stations will have greater reliability (Eva et al. 2004c;
Roberts et al. 2008; Sebok et al. 2013). Supplementary
Figure 2 illustrates reliability coefficients for 32 admissions
cycles at 13 institutions using MMIs for undergraduate
selection. For MMIs with seven or more stations there does
not appear to be any increase in measured reliability with
increasing station numbers.

Number of raters per station
Early work by Eva et al. (2004b) using generalizability and
decision studies, concluded that although increasing the
number of raters per station does improve reliability, greater
improvements are seen when the numbers of stations is
increased, and therefore it is more appropriate to utilize
raters individually in stations. This finding was corroborated
by Roberts et al. (2008) and Hecker and Violato (2011). Few
institutions have since employed more than one rater per
station.

Duration of stations
Dodson et al. (2009) studied 175 applicants for entry to
Deakin University School of Medicine. Raters in half of the

10 stations in their MMI scored applicants at five minutes
and then again at eight minutes. The G coefficients of the
five and eight minute scorings were 0.75 and 0.78, respect-
ively. Cameron and MacKeigan (2012) calculated intra-class
correlation coefficients for five six-minute stations and five
eight-minute stations in their 10-station MMI for entry to
pharmacy at the University of Toronto, finding them to be
0.66 and 0.54, respectively.

MMIs by Skype
In an effort to reduce costs associated with mounting an
MMI at an international site for international applicants,
Tiller et al. (2013) introduced an internet-based iMMI that
utilized Skype. The generalizability of the iMMI for inter-
national applicants and the in-person MMI for local appli-
cants were reported as 0.76 and 0.70, respectively.

Inter-rater reliability

Most MMIs employ one rater per station, thus reports of
inter-rater reliability are limited. Hecker and Violato (2011)
reported an inter-rater reliability of 0.52 for the two raters
on their seven-station MMI. Sebok et al. (2013) found inter-
rater reliabilities of 0.41 to 0.69 for stations scored by faculty
members and students. Research has focused on correlating
scores from different groups of raters within MMIs, rater
training, and on the effect of interviewer stringency.

Inter-group ratings
Cameron and MacKeigan (2012) reported that student inter-
viewers gave slightly higher mean ratings than faculty
members or practitioners. Eva et al. (2004b) investigated the
reliability of ratings assigned by faculty members and com-
munity members by occupying three stations with two fac-
ulty members each, three stations with two community
members each, and three stations with one faculty member
and one community member each. The generalizability of
the community member-manned stations was highest
(0.58), followed by the faculty member-manned stations
(0.46), with the faculty and community member stations
having the lowest generalizability (0.31), suggesting faculty
and community members’ assessments of applicants dif-
fered. They also found a nonsignificant difference between
the mean scores assigned by faculty members (4.66/5)
and the scores assigned by community members (4.96/5)
(F1,53 ¼ 3.972, p¼ 0.06). This finding is contradicted by
that of Hecker and Violato (2011) who found a nonsignifi-
cant main effect of interviewer type, faculty member
(mean score: 10.33/15) versus community veterinarian
(mean score: 10.06/15), on MMI scores (F1,1428¼ 3.18,
p¼ 0.075).

Rater training
Several authors have identified rater training as an area in
need of development to improve the reliability of their
MMIs (Eva et al. 2004c; Sebok et al. 2013). Griffin and
Wilson (2010) observed that when they changed from infor-
mation-based rater training to skills-based rater training that
involved rating simulated interviewees the proportion of
variance in their MMI scores attributable to differences
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between raters was reduced from 20.2% to 7.0% (t¼ 4.42,
p¼ 0.004).

Interviewer stringency
Three studies have reported using multi-faceted Rasch mod-
eling (MFRM) to adjust for rater stringency or leniency
within MMIs (Roberts et al. 2009, 2010; Till et al. 2013). Till
et al. (2013) found that using ‘‘fair scores’’ (those adjusted
for rater stringency) would alter the admissions decision for
between 3.1% and 4.2% of applicants for undergraduate
medicine at Dundee.

Test–retest reliability

As it is less common for applicants to be interviewed more
than once at the same institution using the same assess-
ment, test–retest reliability evidence for MMIs is limited. The
use of selection centers to run MMIs in Israel, however, has
enabled analysis of re-applicants on a considerable scale.
Gafni et al. (2012) have reported 405 applicants repeating
MOR and 230 repeating MIRKAM (MOR and MIRKAM are
Hebrew acronyms for two different MMI protocols used at
the selection centers for different groups of schools). They
have reported test–retest correlations – adjusted for range
restriction as only those with low MMI score would have
retaken – of 0.72 and 0.65 for total MOR and total MIRKAM
scores, respectively. This moderate test–retest reliability for
these MMIs suggests that performance does not vary con-
siderably between attempts.

Validity

Within assessments, validity refers to the extent to which
the test measures what it intends to measure (Schuwirth &
van der Vleuten 2011). There are several ways of describing
validity, including: face validity, content validity, discriminant
validity, bias and predictive validity. Messick (1995) suggests
that each of these types of validity should not be consid-
ered separately, rather that different aspects of validity con-
tribute to an overall unified validity of the assessment. It is
not sufficient to have evidence of one aspect of validity,
nor is it necessary to have evidence of all; rather a judg-
ment about the overall validity of an assessment can be
made based on the accumulation of evidence across the
aspects. When examining validity, one should recognize
that validity is a property of the meaning of the test scores
generated by an assessment, rather than that of the assess-
ment method itself. These scores depend on the items
within the assessment, the persons taking the assessment
and the context within which the assessment is taken
(Messick 1995). Therefore, if MMIs are designed carefully to
measure non-cognitive attributes, they would be expected
to show divergent correlation to cognitive measures.
However, depending on the content of each school’s MMI,
the non-cognitive attribute measured might be very differ-
ent (e.g. communication ability versus ethical reasoning),
and therefore the predictive ability of each MMI might be
very different from school to school. Thus, the construct val-
idity of each MMI is not necessarily transferable to another
school’s MMI where different attributes are valued and
therefore assessed. That being said, if evidence accumulates

across different institutions and across different aspects of
validity, then one can reasonably conclude that MMIs can
be designed to be valid assessments. For the sake of clarity
we have split the results regarding validity into the different
aspects, which will be discussed later as to how this informs
a judgment on the unified validity of MMIs.

Face validity is the extent to which the test appears at
face value to test what it is designed to. Content validity
refers to the extent to which the content of a test repre-
sents all of the areas the test claims to assess. For
example, an MMI that claims to assess non-cognitive attrib-
utes of applicants, but only has stations assessing ethical
decision-making would have poor content validity.
Construct validity describes how the assessment relates to
other assessments of similar or different constructs. Weak
correlations (discriminant) should be seen between tests
that intend to measure different constructs (e.g. cognitive
tests and non-cognitive tests) and stronger correlations
(convergent) should be seen between two tests that report
to measure the same construct (e.g. two different tests of
communication skills; Schuwirth & van der Vleuten 2010).
Bias refers to whether attributes other than those designed
to be assessed (e.g. socioeconomic status, ethnicity, gen-
der) affect performance on the assessment. Predictive val-
idity refers to the extent to which performance on the
assessment is associated with performance on future
assessments or practice, that is, the extent to which this
test can predict future performance.

Face validity

Cameron and MacKeigan (2012) surveyed interviewers
(n¼ 30) and applicants (n¼ 30) at the School of Pharmacy,
University of Toronto regarding the face validity of their sta-
tions and found that 93% and 97% agreed or strongly
agreed that the stations were relevant to their pharmacy
training. Dowell et al. (2012) surveyed assessors (n¼ 116) at
a station level on how well they achieved what they set out
to do; seven of 10 stations received ratings of ‘‘very well’’ or
‘‘moderately well’’ from 75% of respondents. Applicants to
the School of Medicine, UCLA indicated that they felt the
MMI process was free of cultural or gender bias
(Uijtdehaage et al. 2011).

Content validity

The content of each MMI is determined by the non-
cognitive attributes defined by the admitting institution as
important for admission, and testable by an MMI station.

Blueprinting
Authors report ensuring content validity by creating a blue-
print of the specific non-cognitive attributes agreed to by
the admitting institution. Stations are developed based
on this blueprint. (Eva et al. 2004c; Cameron &
MacKeigan 2012). For example, Harris and Owen (2007) uti-
lized Q methodology (Brown 1996) to determine the attrib-
utes most valued by stakeholders at the Australian National
University, and identified six factors: love of medicine and
learning, groundedness, self-confidence, balanced approach,
mature social skills, and realism. A 10-station MMI was then
developed to assess these factors.
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Number of factors assessed
There is wide variation between institutions as to how many
distinct factors they consider their MMI process to be assess-
ing. Roberts et al. (2009) argue that their MMI, used for selec-
tion at University of Sydney, measures one concept: ‘‘entry-
level reasoning skills in professionalism’’. Oliver et al. (2014)
report that a two-factor model (oral communication and
problem evaluation) best explains the variance in their MMI,
though they note the two constructs were highly correlated
at 0.87. Hecker et al. (2009) performed three factor analyses,
one on each of the three measures scored within stations:
non-cognitive attributes, communication skills, and critical
thinking skills. The non-cognitive attributes scores were com-
bined with grade point average (GPA) and age and resulted
in a three-factor solution; ‘‘moral and ethical values’’, ‘‘inter-
personal ability’’ and ‘‘academic ability’’. Communication
skills scores all loaded on to one factor, and critical thinking
loaded on to two separate critical thinking factors, suggest-
ing a total of six factors. Finally, Lemay et al. (2007) report
the analysis of their MMI to reveal a 10-factor solution, with
each station forming a single factor.

Effect of preparation
Some authors have investigated the effect of coaching on
applicant performance in the MMI. Griffin et al. (2008) inves-
tigated the effect of previous interview experience and
coaching on MMI performance in a sample of 287 appli-
cants. Students who had reported being coached performed
no differently to those who had not on total MMI score
(3.54 versus 3.56, p¼ 0.72); however, coached students per-
formed significantly worse on the communication skills sta-
tion (3.81 versus 4.01, p¼ 0.044). They found no difference
in total MMI scores between students who had attended
interviews at other universities and those who were ‘‘inter-
view naive’’. Seventeen applicants repeated their MMI a
year following rejection and saw an increase in their ranking
(interview z-score) between attempts (�0.72 to 0.00,
t¼ 4.14, p¼ 0.001).

Reiter et al. (2006) observed that access to station details
(for one of two pilot stations) in advance of an MMI did not
result in improved performance over those who did not
have access (4.92 versus 4.94, t(383)¼ 0.24, p> 0.8).

Convergent and discriminant correlations with external
variables

Divergent correlations

Cognitive measures
MMI scores have been reported to have low correlations
with measures of past academic performance such as GPA
(r¼ 0.006–0.06; Kulasegaram et al. 2010; Eva et al. 2012), pre-
pharmacy average (r ¼ �0.025; Cameron & MacKeigan 2012)
or Universities Admission Index (r ¼ �0.03 to 0.11; Griffin &
Wilson 2012). Small correlations have been reported for pre-
admissions measures of cognitive ability such as: Graduate
Australian Medical School Admission Test (Section 1, reason-
ing in humanities and social sciences, r¼ 0.20; Section 2,
written communications, r¼ 0.20; Section 3, reasoning in bio-
logical and physical sciences, r¼ 0.12; Roberts et al. 2008),
Undergraduate Medicine and Health Sciences Admission

Test parts 1 (logical reasoning ability; r¼�0.11 to 0.01), 2
(interpersonal understanding; r¼ 0.13–0.22), and 3 (non-ver-
bal reasoning; r¼�0.11 to �0.06; Griffin & Wilson 2012), UK
Clinical Aptitude Test (b¼ 0.00, p¼ 0.28; O’Brien et al. 2011),
Medical College Admissions Test (r¼ 0.10; Kulasegaram et al.
2010), and Pharmacy College Admission Test (r¼ 0.042;
Cameron & MacKeigan 2012).

Non-cognitive measures
Small (and frequently nonsignificant) correlations have been
reported between MMI scores and other admissions meas-
ures of noncognitive ability: personal interview (r¼ 0.185;
Eva et al. 2004c), simulated tutorial (r¼ 0.317; Eva et al.
2004c), and autobiographical sketch (r¼ 0.014–0.170; Eva
et al. 2004c, 2012).

Convergent correlations

Non-cognitive measures
Total scores for the two MMIs (MOR and MIRKAM) co-ordi-
nated by the National Institute for Testing and Evaluation in
Jerusalem are highly correlated (r¼ 0.75; Gafni et al. 2012)
suggesting they are measuring similar constructs.
Furthermore, moderate correlations have been reported
between MOR and MIRKAM scores and a judgment and
decision making questionnaire (MOR: r¼ 0.53, MIRKAM:
r¼ 0.46; Gafni et al. 2012) and strong correlations with a
biographical questionnaire (MOR: r¼ 0.72, MIRKAM: r¼ 0.72;
Gafni et al. 2012).

Personality
Four studies have investigated the associations between
MMI score and personality types, three of which have used
the NEO big five personality types: neuroticism, extrover-
sion, openness to experience, agreeableness, and conscien-
tiousness (McCrae & Costa 1994). Though the studies have
used different tools to assess personality, each tool gives a
value for extent to which the respondent meets that per-
sonality trait; correlations between these values and MMI
scores have been investigated. Kulasegaram et al. (2010)
reported no associations between total MMI score and any
of the NEO big five. Jerant et al. (2012) reported that the
only personality trait significantly associated with MMI score
was extroversion (r¼ 0.35, p< 0.01). Griffin and Wilson
(2012) found extroversion (0.19–0.30, p< 0.002), agreeable-
ness (0.14–0.19, p< 0.002) and conscientiousness (0.20–0.25,
p< 0.002) to be correlated with total MMI score. Oliver
et al. (2014) investigated the associations between MMI and
extroversion and emotionality, and reported extroversion
was associated with higher MMI score (r¼ 0.22, p< 0.05)
but emotionality was not (r¼�0.01, n/s). Within these anal-
yses of multiple correlations, Kulasegaram et al. (2010) and
Griffin and Wilson (2012) applied Bonferroni corrections,
whereas Jerant et al. (2012) and Oliver et al. (2014) did not
appear to, so the associations reported in the latter two
studies are more likely to have suffered type 1 errors.

Emotional intelligence
Yen et al. (2011) reported no correlation between a vali-
dated self-report measure of emotional intelligence, defined
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as ‘‘a type of social intelligence that involves the ability to
monitor one’s own thinking and actions’’ (Salovey & Mayer
1990), and a total MMI score for 196 applicants for admis-
sion to the health sciences program at the Michener
Institute for Applied Health Sciences. Cherry et al. (2014)
warn against using assessments of emotional intelligence in
admissions, and suggest, rather, that attention should be
paid to developing students’ emotional intelligence within
the curriculum.

Consequences as validity evidence

Bias
Test bias arises ‘‘when deficiencies in a test itself or the
manner in which it is used result in different meanings for
scores earned by members of different identifiable sub-
groups’’ (American Educational Research Association et al.
1999). Some authors have investigated whether certain
groups perform less well on their MMIs. It is difficult to be
definitive about whether MMIs may bias against certain
groups from the available evidence (Eva et al. 2004c;
Moreau et al. 2006; Hecker et al. 2009; Griffin & Wilson
2010; O’Brien et al. 2011; Uijtdehaage et al. 2011; Jerant
et al. 2012; Reiter et al. 2012; Raghavan et al. 2013).

Male versus female. Jerant et al. (2012) reported a positive
association between MMI score and female sex (p< 0.01),
though no significant differences were found in five other
studies (Eva et al. 2004c; Hecker et al. 2009; O’Brien et al.
2011; Uijtdehaage et al. 2011; Reiter et al. 2012). Griffin and
Wilson (2010) found that interviewers were not more leni-
ent toward interviewees of the same gender.

Age. O’Brien et al. (2011) found no correlation between age
and MMI score on either the undergraduate or graduate
entry medicine programs at St George’s University of
London. Reiter et al. (2012), however, reported a slight, but
highly significant, positive correlation between age and MMI
score in the 2008 admissions cycle (r¼ 0.124, n¼ 786,
p¼ 0.001) but no correlation in the 2009 cycle (r¼ 0.054,
n¼ 1306, p¼ 0.052). Jerant et al. (2012) compared MMI
scores between age groups and found applicants aged
19–21 years performed significantly less well (p¼ 0.02) than
those aged 25–39 years.

Socioeconomic factors. Moreau et al. (2006) reported that
aboriginal interviewers or interviewees made no difference
to MMI scores, although Reiter et al. (2012) found a nega-
tive correlation between aboriginal status and MMI score in
both the 2008 (aboriginal: n¼ 45, z ¼ �0.69; other appli-
cants: n¼ 1635, z¼ 0.02; F¼ 20.8, p< 0.001) and 2009 (abo-
riginal: n¼ 51, z ¼ �0.31; other applicants: n¼ 1947,
z¼ 0.00; F¼ 4.0, p¼ 0.04) admissions cycles. Applicants who
had graduated from rural high schools achieved signifi-
cantly lower MMI scores than those from urban high
schools in a study of applicants to the University of
Manitoba, Canada (4.4 versus 4.6, t¼ 2.96, p¼ 0.003;
Raghavan et al. 2013). Likewise, applicants with rural con-
nections (self-reported) performed worse on MMI than
those without (4.4 versus 4.6, t¼ 2.44, p¼ 0.015; Raghavan
et al. 2013). Uijtdehaage et al. (2011) found no difference in
MMI score for (self-reported) economically disadvantaged

applicants; findings from Reiter et al. (2012) corroborate
this.

Predictive validity

The ability of MMIs to predict performance in course and in
clinical practice is, naturally, of interest. MMIs are designed
to assess non-cognitive attributes in applicants, and there-
fore would not be expected to predict future academic per-
formance (e.g. how one performs on an assessment of
ethical reasoning does not necessarily predict how well
they will perform on an assessment of physiology).

Written assessments
McMaster’s 2002 MMI pilot (n¼ 45) did not significantly pre-
dict performance on the personal progress inventory (PPI, a
progress test administered at McMaster school of medicine),
whereas undergraduate GPA and autobiographical submis-
sion did (Eva et al. 2004a). However, this MMI which was
designed to assess ethical decision-making did predict per-
formance on three domains of the Medical Council of
Canada Qualifying Examination (MCCQE) part I: considera-
tions of the legal, ethical, and organizational aspects of
medicine (CLEO), population health and ethical, legal and
organizational aspects of medicine (PHELO), and clinical
decision making (CDM). Another study conducted at
McMaster matched the MMI scores of 751 applicants (2004
and 2005) to their MCCQE part I (an assessment of clinical
knowledge and clinical decision making) total scores, dem-
onstrating the predictive ability of the MMI for cognitive
outcomes. The ability of Dundee Medical School’s MMI to
predict performance on written assessments has been more
mixed; associations have been reported for their first cohort
on second semester, and second year written assessments
but not on first semester written assessment. No associa-
tions were demonstrated for written assessments in the
second cohort. Supplementary Tables 5 and 6 illustrate the
associations and correlations between performance on MMI
and future assessments.

Clinical assessments
The MMI piloted in the 2002 admissions cycle at McMaster
(n¼ 45), significantly predicted preclinical OSCE perform-
ance (b¼ 0.44, p< 0.01; Eva et al. 2004a), clinical OSCE per-
formance (b¼ 0.4, p< 0.05), clerkship performance,
measured by end of clerkship ratings assigned by clerkship
directors (b¼ 0.7, p< 0.001) and clinical encounter cards
provided by clinical supervisors (b¼ 0.5, p< 0.01; Reiter
et al. 2007). Further, MMI scores from this population were
correlated with number of stations passed on the Medical
Council of Canada Qualifying Examination (MCCQE) part II
(r¼ 0.35, p< 0.05; Eva et al. 2009). For McMaster applicants
interviewed in 2004 or 2005, MMI significantly predicted
MCCQE part II total score (b¼ 0.21, p< 0.001; Eva et al.
2012).

The MMI used to select medical students at Dundee in
2009 (n¼ 128) significantly predicted OSCE performance in
both semesters of year 1 (semester 1 b¼ 0.18, p¼ 0.034;
semester 2 b¼ 0.34, p< 0.001), and in year 2 (b¼ 0.30,
p< 0.001; Husbands & Dowell 2013). The MMI for the 2010
cohort (n¼ 150) again significantly predicted semester 2
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OSCE performance (b¼ 0.33, p< 0.001) but demonstrated
no correlation with semester 1 OSCE scores (r ¼ �0.07,
p¼ 0.55, adjusted for range restriction).

Foley and Hijazi (2013) reported a correlation between
the MMI scores of students at Aberdeen dental school
(n¼ 75) and end of year assessments consisting of short
answer questions and OSCES (r¼ 0.18, p¼ 0.001).

Oliver et al. (2014) demonstrated that the MMI used for
selection of students to University of Calgary Veterinary
School (n¼ 60) was correlated with students’ performance at
building the practitioner–patient relationship (r¼ 0.46,
p< 0.001, corrected for range restriction) and explaining and
planning (r¼ 0.28, p< 0.05, corrected for range restriction)
during a standardized clinical communication interview eight
months after their MMI (Supplementary Tables 5 and 6).

Discussion

The aim of this article was to explore, analyse, and synthe-
size the evidence relating to the utility of multiple mini-
interviews for selection to undergraduate health programs.

The purpose of admissions processes in the context of
health professions education is to ensure the right appli-
cants are selected both for success within the program and
for performance as healthcare professionals. Making these
decisions requires more data than applicants’ past academic
performance. Other selection tools such as personal referen-
ces (Dean’s letter), individual interviews, and autobiograph-
ical statements lack the psychometric properties required to
inform the selection of tomorrows’ healthcare professionals.
Multiple mini-interviews, when designed thoughtfully can
aid selection decisions by providing reliable data on appli-
cants’ non-cognitive attributes.

Main findings

Overall, MMIs are used to assess applicants’ non-cognitive
attributes, although, depending on the content of the sta-
tions, there may be some overlap with cognitive assess-
ment. When adopting MMIs in admissions, schools need to
consider carefully the attributes they value as an institution
and use these values to inform their station design.
Therefore, their MMI measures will depend upon the con-
tent of their stations, and will vary between schools. Much
like an OSCE, station design can be good or poor, and will
have effects on the psychometric properties of the MMI.
Therefore, like OSCEs, schools need to become skilled and
expert in designing MMI stations.

We found clear evidence of MMI feasibility, based on the
research output of 20 institutions that have adopted this
format for admissions interviews. We also found evidence
for the feasibility of conducting an MMI through distance
videoconferencing, a potential solution to the high costs for
some applicants to travel for interview.

There is ample evidence of MMIs being acceptable to
both applicants and interviewers. The majority of applicants
prefer MMIs to traditional interviews, but would prefer lon-
ger stations. Interviewers perceive MMIs to be a fairer selec-
tion tool than panel interviews and most are willing to
participate again. The potential for social desirability bias,
whereby applicants may give the answers they consider the
institutions will want to hear to avoid negative

consequences, should be considered when interpreting the
evidence regarding acceptability to applicants.

Although the reliability of different MMIs varies, findings
have been consistently positive with 30 out of 32 cohorts
reporting reliability coefficients of >0.6, and one study
reporting a Cronbach’s a¼ 0.87. The optimal number of sta-
tions for MMIs appears to be between 7 and 12, each with
one interviewer. Increasing the number of stations has
greater impact on the reliability than increasing duration of
station or number of raters per station. This should be the
focus of resource distribution in MMIs. Our findings regard-
ing the reliability of MMIs are in keeping with the recent
systematic review by Knorr and Hissbach (2014).

Studies of validity have reported high face and content
validity for MMIs. MMI scores have low correlations with
scores on measures of cognitive ability and other measures
of non-cognitive performance, suggesting they are measur-
ing different constructs. The MMIs investigated do not
appear to produce results that are biased against applicants
of any age or gender, nor do they bias applicants from
lower socioeconomic strata. However, MMIs may disadvan-
tage aboriginal applicants, and no data are yet available
about applicants from different ethnic backgrounds. MMIs
also appear to disadvantage rural applicants. Certain groups
do perform more poorly on some MMIs, but this does not
necessarily mean that those MMIs are biased. It should,
however, be ensured that the poorer performance is not
attributable to any test invalidity, for example, construct
underrepresentation or construct irrelevant variance
(Messick 1995).

Some small associations have been seen between MMI
score and in-course written assessment performance. MMIs
have been shown to significantly predict performance on
practical clinical assessment both during the program and
in postgraduate assessments. Validity is the property of
MMIs that is least likely to be able to be generalized
between institutions. The validity of any MMI is very much
dependent on the context and content of the stations,
which in turn will depend on the attributes that the institu-
tion values in their applicants.

MMIs are designed to assess specific non-cognitive
attributes, but these specific attributes may not be assessed
again within the program. Also, some MMIs are designed to
assess multiple traits. These reasons may mean that strong
predictive correlations are unlikely to be seen, at least on
in-course written and clinical assessments.

Although there is explicit evidence of the feasibility, valid-
ity, and reliability of MMIs as selection tools, the other factor
that contributes to an assessments’ utility, as defined by Van
der Vleuten (1996) is the educational impact of the assess-
ment. There is potential for MMIs to positively influence
applicants’ thinking about getting into medicine, realizing
that a wider range of academic and personal qualities are
important. This is broader than simply attending an interview
skills coaching course, and such preparation might be good
for the profession as it exposes applicants from very early on
to the wider, more humanistic values in professional practice.
No research has yet specifically addressed this issue.

Positives

MMIs appear to be a new instrument for admissions with
good feasibility, reliability, and predictive value. As they do
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not correlate with any existing instruments, they appear to
evaluate new domains. MMIs are the first admissions instru-
ment to demonstrate predictive value into clinical perform-
ance at undergraduate and postgraduate levels, although
this remains to be more fully examined.

It appears that even when applicants are aware of the
content of a station, or have been coached or have previ-
ous experience with the MMI, their performance is not
affected positively. Given the intense competition for health
program places in an era when station details may find
their way on to the websites, an instrument that is not sus-
ceptible to privileged diffusion of information is very useful:
the performance of the applicant can be ascribed to non-
cognitive abilities alone and not to other confounders.

Adopting MMIs makes the admissions process more
rigorous. In order to decide on station content, schools
should explicitly blueprint to their values.

Issues identified

No studies explicitly discuss any negative consequences of
adopting MMIs into their admissions protocols. The instru-
ment is only as good as the development of its content –
the gap in the literature for details about development hin-
ders the ability to assess and improve quality. For many
programs it is uncertain whether stations are blueprinted to
attributes considered important by stakeholders, curriculum
domains, or graduate outcomes. The finding that aboriginal
applicants and rural applicants attain significantly lower
scores on MMI is worrying given that these cohorts are
already underrepresented in health professions (Dhalla et al.
2002; Young et al. 2012). Schools with social missions to
increase the number of aboriginal physicians, or to produce
graduates who will practise in rural areas will have to track
the impact of MMIs on their stated missions, and may need
to enhance other admissions policies in order to achieve
their missions. The possibility of an unconscious bias toward
urban situations should be explored. The finding that appli-
cants from lower socioeconomic strata perform equally well
is a positive finding, given the struggle to increase the
diversity of the class, and the difficulty in identifying these
applicants. The scores assigned to applicants by interviewers
of different stakeholder groups have low to moderate corre-
lations; it is therefore important that all are represented
within an MMI.

Strengths and limitations

This systematic review benefits from a comprehensive
search strategy including studies of selection to all health
professions with a focus on undergraduate programs. The
international membership of the review group has ensured
findings have been interpreted for different international
contexts. In a recent systematic review that sought to
explore the evidence for the reliability, validity, acceptability,
and feasibility of the MMI in the selection of health profes-
sion students, Pau et al. (2013) concluded that MMIs were
feasible and acceptable. This BEME systematic review builds
on the review conducted by Pau and colleagues through
inclusion of further studies and more in-depth synthesis of
data. This review also compliments the recent review by
Knorr and Hissbach (2014) by focussing specifically on

undergraduate programs and including evidence regarding
feasibility and acceptability.

The findings of this review should be interpreted in the
context of the limitations of included studies, which have
been described under assessment of methodological qual-
ity. In brief, they include the presence of small studies in
single institutions with relatively short follow-up periods. In
addition, there are relatively few non-medicine studies so
these are underrepresented in this review. Further, these
findings are not necessarily transferable to selection for
postgraduate training as applicants for these programs will
have been preselected to the program through undergradu-
ate admission protocols.

Implications for future research

There is ample evidence regarding feasibility and internal
reliability of MMIs. Likewise, with the exception of exploring
significantly different cultures, or subgroups of interest, fur-
ther studies of acceptability to applicants or interviewers
are unnecessary. Future research should focus on:

� Exploring the relationship of MMI content to curriculum
domains, graduate outcomes, and social missions.

� Investigating test–retest reliability of re-applicants
who were not successful in their first round of
application.

� Comparing applicants’ scores on MMIs in different insti-
tutions, particularly if the attributes that the MMIs are
designed to assess are similar or disparate.

� Determining the effect of interviewer training on
reliability.

� Further exploring the performance of minority groups.
Bias should be investigated through differential predic-
tion analyses of different subgroups’ performance on
MMIs, and would do well to be multi-institutional. It
would also be of interest to explore whether any groups
of minority applicants perceive there to be bias or con-
struct irrelevance in MMIs.

� Continuing to study predictive validity using longer fol-
low-up periods with larger cohorts, and using behav-
ioral outcomes such as Multi-Source Feedback. The
outcomes that schools use to predict should reflect the
content of their MMIs. When investigating predictive
abilities of MMIs used for selection, investigators should
correct for range restriction as there is likely to be no
follow-up data for applicants with the lowest MMI
scores.

� Exploring the educational impact on applicants of adopt-
ing MMIs in to selection processes.

Summary

In summary, MMIs used as a selection process for health
profession programs appear to have reasonable validity, reli-
ability, and acceptability. The evidence is stronger for face
validity, with more research needed to explore content val-
idity and predictive validity. Further research is needed in
more institutions in more national contexts and with longer
follow-up periods to strengthen the evidence base,
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particularly with regard to predictive validity and perform-
ance of minority groups.
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